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Aardema, Verna. Ji-nongo-nongo Means Riddles; illus. by Jerry Pinkney. Four Winds, 1978.
78-4038. 33p. $6.95.
An uneven collection of riddles from African peoples, each with the cultural source
M cited, is illustrated by pictures in browns and white-some nicely composed, some
2-4 cluttered, but all with a high sense of design and texture. Samples of the riddles:
"When will a man not go to bed, even though it is night? When his house is on fire."
"What is ugly when young and beautiful when full grown? The grub that becomes a
butterfly:" "What kind of tree cannot shade you? One that is smaller than you are."
"When does the hen fear the hawk? When she has baby chicks." A bibliography and
the sources (published in collections) are appended to a book that may be of more
interest to the adult folklorist than the young reader.
Alexander, Lloyd. The First Two Lives ofLukas-Kasha. Dutton, 1978. 77-26699. 213p. $8.50.
Save for the magical device that precipitates Lukas-Kasha in and out of his second
R world, this is more an adventure tale than a fantasy, and it's Alexander at his best. A
5-7 contented young vagrant, Lukas volunteers to participate in a showman's trick on
* market day .. . and he wakes to find himself in a strange land where he is acclaimed
king. His coming has been prophesied by the bumbling court astrologer, his courtiers
flatter but ignore him, and his Grand Vizier is obviously the real power in the land of
Abadan. Flattered by being addressed as "Center of the Universe" or "Wonder of
the Age," Lukas at first revels in kingship-but as soon as he begins to take his
responsibilities seriously, the vizier's enmity is exposed. His life in danger, Lukas
flees, accompanied by a renegade and satirical poet and a slave girl, Nur-Jehan, a
defiant captive from Bishangar, the enemy country. From there on, it's high adven-
ture as the three fugitives make their dashing way to Bishangar, where Lukas outwits
the pursuing vizier and realizes he has come to love the slave, who proves to be
Queen of Bishangar. It looks set for a traditional ending, but Lukas is suddenly
returned to his original world; saddened by his loss, he goes off to search for new
adventure. What gives the story its final high gloss are the depth and nuance of the
serious conversation and the transfusion of pithy ideas into the derring-do setting,
ideas that are universally applicable. That's the frosting; it crowns a confection of
polished style, well-paced plot, and engaging wit.
Allan, Ted. Willie the Squowse; illus. by Quentin Blake. Hastings House, 1978. 78-1716. 57p.
$5.95.
A prize-winning entry in a London Times competition for a children's story, this is
R a fresh fantasy that has an O. Henry touch, and the scribbly, comic line drawings are
3-5 a nice foil for the matter-of-fact telling of the tale. The squowse is son of a mouse and
a squirrel, trained as an acrobat but separated, by chance, from his unhappy trainer.
Willie lives in the wall that joins two houses; in one, a contented old couple puts their
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dividends into a hole in the wall, and, in the other house, the mother of a large, poor
family becomes convinced that there's a miracle operating: twice a day she holds
cheese near the wall, trying to catch a mouse (Willie) and each time a hundred-dollar
bill appears. So the poor get rich, the elderly couple never knows their money is gone,
and Willie finds his trainer. There may be layers of meaning beneath the bones of the
story, but they're elegant bones and nicely patterned, and they stand sturdily on their
own.
Ames, Lee J. Draw 50 Famous Faces; written and illus. by Lee J. Ames. Doubleday, 1978.
77-15878. 56p. $6.95.
In an oversize book, each page is devoted to one portrait, with nine sketches per
M page, the last one a finished picture; the subjects range from political or historical
5-6 figures to figures in the worlds of sports or entertainment. The prefatory remarks give
advice on careful sketching and equipment, and there is a note addressed "To the
Parent or Teacher," which seems to serve no purpose. There are no instructions on
the pages of sketches; only the subject's name is printed. This may have some
minimal use in helping children understand how one sets about drawing a portrait,
but it encourages imitation rather than creativity.
Belpre, Pura. The Rainbow-Colored Horse; illus. by Antonio Martorell. Warne, 1978. 77-
84600. 36p. $8.95.
Woodcuts and watercolor painting are combined in Martorell's stylized pictures,
Ad strong but static, for Belpre's story of a farmer whose fields are mysteriously tram-
3-5 pled. Each of his three sons takes a turn at watching through the night; the two older
sons fall asleep, but the youngest, Pio, sees a small rainbow-colored horse. In return
for letting him go, the horse promises to grant three wishes. Pio uses these after his
father's death, when his older brothers have pressed him into a Cinderella role,
and-like Cinderella-he uses them to obtain the hand of the beautiful daughter of
Don Nicanor, a "great and wealthy" man. A traditional Puerto Rican tale is
adequately told, albeit a bit stiffly; at times the bright colors or dark background of
the mixed media collage compete with rather than complement the print.
Berger, Gilda. Mountain Worlds; What Lives There; illus. by Stefan Bemath. Coward, 1978.
77-15133. 32p. $5.89.
Illustrations of the flora and fauna of mountain zones, competently executed, add
Ad information to a text that serves as a good introduction to the climatic conditions and
3-5 ecology of the four mountain areas: lower slopes, upper slopes, the "zone of crooked
wood," and the region above the timber line. A final section describes the special
adaptations that some animals have made to mountain conditions. The writing is
direct and simple, only occasionally failing to explain a statement; for example, there
is no amplification of, "The lower air pressure causes cold winds to blow." A brief
bibliography and a one-page index are provided.
Bodker, Cecil. Silas and the Black Mare; tr. from the Danish by Sheila La Farge. Delacorte,
1978. 77-86303. 153p. Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $6.46 net.
Silas appears in dramatic fashion, drifting aimlessly in a small boat, and the horse-
R trader Bartolin first thinks the boy is dead; but Silas is hale enough to work a shrewd
5-7 bargain and win the black mare, Bartolin's horse. A series of adventures culminates
in a long and stirring episode in which all the characters of previous incidents are
brought together Bartolin, the small band of performers from whom Silas had run
away, the crippled boy who has helped him, the peddler who has thrashed him, and
even the black mare which had been stolen from him. There is no deep characteriza-
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tion, but the characters are well-defined and colorful, the dialogue has vitality, and
the story is nicely knit together.
Cavanna, Betty. Runaway Voyage. Morrow, 1978. 78-17926. 218p. Trade ed. $6.95; Library
ed. $6.67 net.
Eliza, who had been bound out to a Salem widow when she left the orphanage at
Ad the age of twelve, has heard a dinner guest talk about the fact that he was escorting
6-8 some young ladies on a voyage to Seattle, where they could get respectable work as
schoolteachers or milliners--or perhaps become wives, for women were scarce in the
Far West. Eliza runs off and stows away on his ship, but she soon learns that the man
is quite undependable. She gets to Seattle, gets ajob, and finds a husband, but most
of the book is devoted to details of the trip from New York to San Francisco on a
ship, so that the ending seems anticlimactic. The writing style is pedestrian, but there
should be interest for readers in the period details and in Eliza's small adventures on
board.
Chester, Michael. Let's Go to Fight a Forest Fire; illus. by Robert Bartram. Putnam, 1978.
77-5410. 48p. $4.29.
The use of present tense, the large print, and the pared-down vocabulary make this
M appropriate for readers in the primary grades; while the book gives accurate informa-
2-4 tion about forest fires and how they are fought, it is weakened by the stodgy writing
style and the thin narrative framework, the latter adding little to the facts provided
save for its stress on how important it is that a fire be reported early. Steve, a camper,
sees the fire, calls in a report, watches the fire fighting teams, and visits the Forestry
Service station the next day, getting more information about how the service func-
tions. A glossary, a list of "Things to Do While Reading Let's Go to Fight a Forest
Fire" and a list of three other books on the subject are included.
Cresswell, Helen. Bagthorpes Unlimited. Macmillan, 1978. 78-3561. 180p. $6.95.
In a third hilarious story about the entertainingly daffy English family of Ordinary
R Jack and Absolute Zero, Grandma decides that she needs the comfort of having all
5-7 her dear ones gathered about her. Since the Bagthorpe children cordially detest
prissy Aunt Penelope and Uncle Claud and their two precocious children, Esther and
Luke, it's only to be expected that they'd mount a campaign of insidious sabotage.
Maggots introduced into a box of chocolates, for example. Since nothing ever hap-
pens quietly at the Bagthorpe home, readers can expect cataclysm and reprisal, hue
and cry, perhaps even young William's attempt to set a world record for a nonstop
drum tattoo. Undaunted, Grandma decides to set a record for the longest daisy chain
in the world, a project that-as usual-brings disaster and publicity. Again, a deft and
polished comedy with an all-star cast.
Darling, Kathy. The Mystery in Santa's Toyshop; illus. by Lori Pierson. Garrard, 1978.
77-19090. 48p. $4.30.
Santa and his elves appear in some form almost every year in a Christmas book,
NR and here mediocrity of style and contrivance of plot offer little; the illustrations are
4-5 technically proficient but pedestrian in conception. In a story of the continuing dis-
yrs. appearance of toys that are being made for Christmas, the culprit proves to be a
walrus mother who has felt that her children should get toys, too. She helps make
more toys; Santa is able to fill his request list, and he promises that he will never
forget to leave presents for all the walrus children. The element of mystery and the
Christmas setting may have appeal, but it is probable that the second-grade audience
for whom the book is designated by the publisher would find it both banal and slight.
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De Paola, Thomas Anthony, ad. The Clown of God; adapted and illus. by Tomie de Paola.
Harcourt, 1978. 78-3845. 43p. $8.95.
De Paola retells, in good narrative style, a religious folktake set in Italy. Giovanni
R was a small orphan who had learned to juggle, was taken on by a group of touring
K-3 players, and used a clown's makeup to amuse the audience. Years passed, and
Giovanni grew old and lost his skill. A poor beggar, he came back to his home town
and wandered into church. It was Christmas Eve and Giovanni had no gift for the
Child as others did. All he could do was juggle, so he put on his clown's face and gave
the gift of laughter, the only thing he had. A sexton, horrified, went off to get the
priest who could stop this sacrilegious behavior, but when the two men came back,
old Giovanni was dead-and the Child (a statue) was holding the juggler's ball, and
on the face that had been so sad there was a smile. Sentimental, of course, and not a
story for those who don't believe in miracles, but for those who do the ending will
seem appropriate. The illustrations are colorful, and De Paola's style is well suited to
the medieval setting of a tale based on a French legend.
De Paola, Thomas Anthony, ad. The Christmas Pageant; adapted and illus. by Tomie de
Paola; text adapted from the stories of Matthew and Luke. Winston, 1978. 78-69869.
28p. $5.95.
De Paola tells the Christmas story in simplified fashion, explaining that a special
R baby was born years ago, one for whom "many, many people had waited a long time.
5-7 ... Tonight in our play we will celebrate the story of his birth." The illustrations of
yrs. chunky children picture them as they would look in a pageant, with artificial beards
and simple costumes; the star and the angel are suspended by ropes, and the animals
are toys on wheels. The tone is reverent, the cast multiracial. A very pleasant way to
introduce the story of the Nativity to children too young to appreciate the language of
the New Testament.
Ernst, Kathryn F. Charlie's Pets; illus. by Arthur Cumings. Crown, 1978. 77-15656. 29p.
$4.95.
Adequately illustrated with pictures in commercial art style, this is a story that gets
M off to a good start but fades away at the end. Charlie's intrigued by roaches, catches
K-2 some and puts them in a jar, and hides the jar so his mother won't know. He worries
when his mother says she's calling in an exterminator because the house is full of
roaches, and his mother walks into his room and sees the jar of Charlie's pets.
Ordered to get rid of them, he takes them to school, where the teacher says they'll
make an interesting science project. Mother brings Charlie two pet rabbits, and he
names them Harry and Tom. End of story, which is nicely told but weakly con-
structed.
Fisher, Leonard Everett. Noonan; written and illus. by Leonard Everett Fisher. Doubleday,
1978. 77-80887. 125p. $5.95.
The story begins in 1896, when Johnny Noonan, age fifteen and star pitcher for the
M Brooklyn Dutchmen Professional Baseball Club, is hit by a foul-line drive while
6-8 awaiting his turn at bat. The tale moves back to the formation of the club, an affair
that is not without overtones of the political wheeling-dealing of the time. Forward
again, to Johnny's recovery in the hospital and the amazing fact that he had been
propelled into the year 1986-while his body still lay on the hospital bed. By 1986,
there is only one league left, the National League, and Noonan--or his projection of a
grandson by the same name-is discovered again; this time it isn't the original
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Noonan's screwball but a baseball controlled by psychokinetic power-a ball that
can (and does) stop in mid-air. In the ensuing uproar after this is disclosed, the 1986
Noonan is taken secretly to a hospital. Just as he says, "What am I doing here?" the
1896 Noonan wakes with the same question. Back in baseball, he becomes a sensa-
tion until he suddenly loses his control and then fades into obscurity. But there is the
prediction that it will be a hundred years before another Johnny Noonan comes
along. As a time-shift story, this has little impact; as a baseball story it has some good
action sequences and will probably appeal to fans; as a literary entity it doesn't quite
hang together, and its strongest feature is the baseball world as pictured in 1986, with
all baseball on television only, the only club playing outdoors being the Chicago
Cubs, a feat that's made possible by having Wrigley Field declared a national monu-
ment.
Fradin, Dennis Brindell. Bad Luck Tony; illus. by Joanne Scribner. Prentice-Hall, 1978.
77-5888. 40p. $5.95.
Tony knew he couldn't take in the pregnant, shivering dog who'd followed him
Ad home, since there were no pets allowed in the building. His mother, divorced and
2-4 working, was sympathetic but firm; even Grandpa, who'd come fora visit in his van,
was no help. Just before Christmas Tony was even sadder, because Grandpa
wouldn't stay for the holiday; trying to find a home for the dog, he walked and walked
until he was bitterly chilled. Then Mother and Grandpa picked him up, Grandpa said
he was, after all, staying for Christmas and also said the dog could stay in the van.
And on Christmas morning, there were three puppies. The story is low-keyed,
adequately constructed but staid in mood, with an occasional roughness in style; the
illustrations are soft pencil drawings, realistic in the Norman Rockwell tradition. Not
outstanding, but the double appeals of a rescued animal and the coincidence of
Christmas and a wish granted should appeal to readers.
Goffstein, M. B. Family Scrapbook; written and illus. by M. B. Goffstein. Farrar, 1978.
78-51435. 42p. $5.95.
Simple stories, simply told, but they have a warmth and sweetness that is effective
R and affective. Save for one tale, which is about Giacometti and seems out of place in
K-3 this collection of family stories, the half-dozen vignettes give some highlights in the
life of a family with two children. They are told by the older, a girl, and have the
directness typical of a child's viewpoint; they descnibe a birthday, a ride in a truck,
attendance at a Yom Kippur service, an unexpected and welcome visitor. . . and the
illustrations have the same homely, cozy feeling.
Goodall, John S., illus. An Edwardian Christmas. Atheneum, 1978. 77-4580. 61p. $7.95.
Goodall's small books, always wordless, are usually embellished by the details of
R an Edwardian setting; here he's surpassed himself in creating an English Christmas in
all ages a nostalgic county/country setting. Family members come to the manor, the children
gather holly and mistletoe to help decorate the church, there are Christmas services
and family breakfasts, walks in the snow, carolers, a musical evening, and a costume
party upstairs that is echoed by the dancing in the servants' hall below. The class
structure is clear both in the upstairs-downstairs pictures and in the charitable visit to
a cottager. The book may pique children's curiosity, but it should evoke sentimental
sighs from the older audience. The paintings, all double-paged, are full without being
too busy, nicely composed and detailed, and the restrained use of color contributes to
the mellow mood; the night scenes are especially attractive, with Christmas card
snow falling lightly on blue shadows.
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Greenfeld, Howard. Sumer Is Icumen In; Our Ever-Changing Language. Crown, 1978. 78-
15166. 47p. $5.95.
As serious as most of Greenfeld's books, and more scholarly, this traces the
R influences that enriched and tightened the language that began with Teutonic imposi-
7-12 tion on a Celtic-speaking people, was further changed by Viking and Latin invaders
of the island, and amplified by the French language elements that came with the
Norman Conquest. Greenfeld describes the kinds of words, throughout the text, that
illustrate each influence, and discusses the importance of the printed book and of
translations that helped expand the English language. Several chapters are devoted to
such topics as slang, euphemisms, the use of proper nouns (Sandwich, Silhouette) as
common words, the inclusion of words from other languages ("ginger" from
Sanskrit, "cigar" from Spanish, the German "sauerkraut") and the future of the
still-changing language. Crisp writing on a subject that should fascinate all word-
lovers. A bibliography is appended.
Harris, Christie. Mystery at the Edge of Two Worlds; illus. by Lou Crockett. Atheneum, 1978.
78-5326. 175p. $7.95.
An adventure story set on Canada's northwest coast is told by Lark, whose
R widowed mother had arranged a sailing trip for Lark and her brother Joe. While Mom
5-7 was off on a trip of her own, the two children were to sail the coastal waters with
Skipper Peery; Mom's hope for Lark was that she'd really participate, really get
involved. At first it seemed unlikely; Lark was timid and awkward, fearful of many
things, including the local legends that were oddly believable. But Lark became
interested in two things: the history of Lucy Island, and identity of the thief who was
stealing rare Indian argillite carvings. As a mystery, this has pace and logical struc-
ture, and it's equally convincing as a story of a shy person who gains self-confidence
as she becomes involved in solving a problem. It is a bit heavy with local legends and
history, even including a quasi-historical section at the close of the book, but there is
enough action and local color to compensate for the rather heavy doses of informa-
tion.
Hickman, Janet. Zoar Blue. Macmillan, 1978. 78-3828. 140p. $7.95.
The German Separatist community of Zoar, Ohio was founded in 1817; although it
Ad prospered and had business relationships with outsiders, the community kept rigidly
7-10 to its old customs and old language. In this story, set at the outbreak of the Civil War,
the firmly pacifist elders are appalled when some of the young men volunteer for
service in the Union Army. They are equally unable to understand the restlessness of
a girl like Barbara, an orphan who has been brought up to look forward, like other
girls, to wearing the "Zoar blue" dress that becomes her privilege when she turns
eighteen. Barbara runs off to an uncle in Pennsylvania only to find he has died; she
stays with his widow and volunteers her service at a Gettysburg hospital, always
searching for John Keffer, the friend from Zoar who had enlisted. John, meanwhile,
has his own bitter experience as a soldier, but when he and Barbara are both back in
the regimented safety of Zoar life, he tells her he will go back to the army when he's
well, that he cannot stay in safe seclusion while others are fighting for freedom. The
story ends with Barbara hoping that the war will end before he can go, but accepting
the fact that for her Zoar is home. Like John, she needed to show her independence
and see the world outside, but now she can wait and see whether she will stay or go.
The historical background (augmented by a closing note by the author) and the
military details are well-researched; while the book has a tinge of purposive informa-
tion and shows more structure in incidents than it does as a whole, it has good style
and believable characters.
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Hildick, Edmund Wallace. The Case of the Secret Scribbler; illus. by Lisl Well. Macmillan,
1978. 78-2340. 106 p. $6.95.
Again it's Joey, one of McGurk's henchmen, who tells the story of a crime de-
Ad tected by the five members of the McGurk organization. One of the children finds a
3-5 scrap of paper with a suspicious portion of a message and of a diagram thereon. It
seems to portend robbery. Next they find the watermark of the paper, learn who's
bought that kind of paper, learn who's checked out library books on the topic of the
volume in which the original scrap of paper was found, etc. The project gets turned
over to the police, but McGurk appears on the scene at the moment the would-be
thief is being caught. Like other McGurk stories, this shows initiative and intelligence
on the part of the children but hangs too much on coincidence to be a convincing
story, despite the appeals of breezy style and brisk action.
Hodges, Cyril Walter. Plain Lane Christmas; written and illus. by Cyril Walter Hodges.
Coward, 1978. 77-17233. 29p. $7.95.
A small, quaint English street sandwiched between a busy, modem business dis-
R trict and major highway, Plain Lane has small shops above which the residents live.
4-7 And one empty shop owned by a woman who tries to sound refined and says "naice"
* for "nice" and "taidy" for "tidy." Threatened by demolition, the children of Plain
Lane follow a reporter's suggestion that they try to save the' street. A massive
Christmas celebration is organized (no plastic trees or reindeer, only the genuine
articles) and the quaint little street with its bow windows and gables gets publicity,
sympathy, and reprieve. "May goodness," says the refined Mrs. Maidey at the end
of the tale, "we were only just in taim!" Hodges' paintings are superb, especially
those in color; the architectural details are exact, and the crowd scenes seem full of
vitality rather than seeming simply crowded. The story is told with a light touch, and
has convincing dialogue, good structure, and a believable contribution by the chil-
dren, who organize a very popular children's bazaar.
Holz, Loretta. Make It and Sell It; A Young People's Guide to Marketing Crafts; written and
photographed by Loretta Holz. Scribner, 1978. 78-1271. 142p. $7.95.
This isn't a how-to-make-it crafts book, but a compendium of advice on operating a
R business alone, in partnership, or with a group in order to sell the products of one's
7-12 work. Holz discusses many aspects of setting up a business: choosing a product,
surveying the market for it, selling, advertising, handling such financial matters as
pricing, taxes, and stock shares, finding outlets, keeping records and getting
copyright protection. It's brisk and sensible, and it includes a glossary of business
terms, a list of non-profit shops, a list of craft books, a list of sources of news about
craft shows, and an index.
Johnston, Norma. If You Love Me, Let Me Go. Atheneum, 1978. 78-6711. 162p. $7.95.
In a sequel to The Swallow's Song (reviewed in the September, 1978 issue) Allison
Ad learns that part of love and friendship means sharing the other person. In the first
7-10 book, Lisa Farraday had become a dear friend through a difficult summer. Now
Allison is back home, her family still coping with a senile and erratic grandmother,
when Lisa appears, announcing that her parents have separated and that she and her
mother have come to Allison's small town. Lively and popular, Lisa helps Allison
achieve a similar popularity, but Lisa wants to be free to have other friends, and
Allison goes through a very unhappy period before she can accept the fact that this
doesn't mean she's being rejected. Other threads in the story are Gran's death,
following a hospital stay, and Allison's romance with a young doctor, Mario Rienzi,
whom she's met at the hospital and of whom her parents disapprove. The writing
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style is adequate, the story and characters believable, but-as with the earlier
book-the canvas is overcrowded.
Johnston, Tony. Four Scary Stories; illus. by Tomie de Paola. Putnam, 1978. 77-13027. 30p.
$7.95.
An imp, a goblin, and a scalawag squabble about whose turn it is, but each man-
R ages to get a turn to tell a scary story. And what are their stories about? Boys, of
K-2 course, what's scarier? Then a boy comes along and persuades them to listen to his
scary story, and they are so delighted by the fact that, in the boy's story, a fictional
boy is frightened by an imp, a scalawag, and a goblin, that they feel friendly toward
the boy and teach him to wiggle his ears. The stories-within-the-story are rather
weak, but the total concept should prove engaging to young children, and the writing
style is direct, simple, and restrainedly comic; the illustrations are typical Tomie de
Paola pictures of chunky, raffish creatures.
Kamerman, Sylvia E., ed. On Stage for Christmas. Plays, Inc., 1978. 78-15517. 488p. $10.95.
An anthology that can be used independently by older readers and by adults
Ad working with younger children contains ten plays for junior and senior high, ten for
5-9 the middle grades, eight for the lower grades, and four dramatizations of Christmas
classics, adapted from Little Women, A Christmas Carol, The Christmas Nut-
cracker, and a medieval mystery play. There are various levels of quality, ranging
from quite pedestrian to quite polished; although none of the selections is notable, the
book offers some useful new material for Christmas performances. Some of the plays
are heavy with contrivance (a vicious man who holds a mortgage on a toy shop is
instantly terrified when the toys come alive) and some are rather didactic; all are
royalty free and in one act, with length commensurate to the ages of the audience.
Production notes are included at the back of the book.
Kavaler, Lucy. The Dangers of Noise; illus. by Richard Cuffari. T. Y. Crowell, 1978. 77-
26588. 83p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $7.89 net.
A discussion of the problems of noise pollution includes material about the hearing
Ad process, individual reactions to noise, legislation, and remedial efforts that can be
5-7 made by individuals, but the focus is on the damage to living things, particularly to
the ears and nervous systems of people. All Kavaler's facts are accurate, and her
serious approach is warranted by the pervasiveness of the problems caused by noise
in our society; the book is weakened, however, by a choppy writing style and by a
diffuse arrangement of the material.
Kelley, True. The Mouses' Terrible Christmas; written and illus. by True Kelley & Steven
Lindblom. Lothrop, 1978. 78-6995. 63p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.76 net.
This has the disaster humor that appeals to most children, although it's rather
Ad heavily omnipresent. The Mouse family go happily along adjusting to mishaps and
2-3 contributing to them: they can't bear to cut down a tree, so they bring one home that
is someone's discard from the year before; they repair a broken chimney with a
cardboard facsimile, so there's a fire; Santa falls into the needle-dropping tree and
looks like a porcupine; Mums leaves candy cooking when the carolers come, and
they are trapped in the sticky flow that runs into the living room; snow comes down
the chimney and fills the room, and so on. The style is light and humorous, the plot
nonsensical, and the illustrations undistinguished, but the combination of reading
ease, humor, and the Christmas setting will undoubtedly appeal to many readers.
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Kooiker, Leonie. The Magic Stone; tr. from the Dutch by Richard and Clara Winston; illus.
by Carl Hollander. Morrow, 1978. 78-1713. 224 p. Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $6.43
net.
In a smooth translation from the Dutch original, this fantasy deftly blends exotic
R and prosaic elements, for the witches who are members of the Fine Thread Associa-
3-5 tion (they communicate by crocheting intricate messages) are also ordinary citizens:
a wizened grandmother, a deaf and placid cafe owner, a doctor, a truck driver. And
the very ordinary boy they draw into their affairs has some quite extraordinary
adventures when he finds and keeps a pretty stone that proves to be the most power-
ful magic object owned by any of the Association. It's the old grandmother of one of
Chris's school friends who has lost the stone and who decides that Chris is the logical
inheritor because of his tenacity in keeping it and because he so clearly wants to work
no evil magic after he has discovered its power. In fact, Chris decides he isn't
interested at all, even when all the members who have been pursuing or thwarting
him eventually agree with Grandmother that Chris is their heir. The ending gives
indication of a possible sequel, but the story stands firmly on its own, its bland style
an effective foil for the fantasy and magic of the plot.
Krahn, Femando, illus. The Biggest Christmas Tree on Earth. Atlantic-Little, Brown, 1978.
78-9824. 30p. $5.95.
A story told in pictures alone shows a girl whose ball rolls into the hollow of a tree.
M She follows it and is hoisted up to a work chamber, fitted out with an artificial tail like
3-5 the squirrels who are decorating the tree; she helps pull out birds' tail feathers to
yrs. decorate the branches while spiders hang balls on the tree. An eagle carries her
home, and all the townspeople join her in gazing with admiration at the biggest tree in
the world. There is appeal in the holiday theme and the element of fantasy, but the
drawings are awkward and flatly colored, the pulling out of birds' feathers seems
unnecessary, and the story has a contrived air.
Kumin, Maxine W. What Color Is Caesar? illus. by Evaline Ness. McGraw-Hill, 1978. 77-
17474. 34p. $7.95.
Caesar is a black and white spotted dog who worries and worries about whether
M he's white with black spots or vice versa; he asks a series of black and white animals
3-5 and finds that each thinks he or she is a different color: the cow insists she's the color
yrs. of milk, the horse in the green pasture claims he's green, the zebra insists that he's
the yellow of the African sun. Caesar consults a guru, who asks the dog what colors
he likes and sees. All colors. So Caesar, happy at last, thinks rainbow and trots home
happily. Kumin's concept is poetic but it may confuse literal children who are just
becoming familiar with colors; despite the inventive Ness pictures and the humor of
style, the story lacks the humor, action, and structure that give substance to a picture
book.
Lawrence, Louise. Star Lord. Harper, 1978. 77-25674. 170p. Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed.
$6.79 net.
In a time-shift novel set in the Welsh countryside, Rhys finds an injured young man
R who seems to be about his own age; his name is Erlich, and he has come from a far
6-9 star. Erlich knows-as do Rhys and his family-that if the authorities find him, he
will never escape. And the authorities are searching, for the sound of the crashing
ship, which disintegrated on contact with the earth, had been heard for miles around.
By a deft fusion of reality and fancy, by fine characterization and polished style, and
by a vivid evocation of the Welsh setting and the mystic beliefs in the personality of
the brooding mountain where the ship crashed, Lawrence achieves a compelling
story with a too-good-to-tell surprise ending.
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Lehmann, Linda. Better than a Princess. Nelson, 1978. 78-2370. 95p. $6.95.
In a first novel based on her mother's experiences, Lehmann describes an immi-
Ad grant's voyage to the United States. Tilli is seven, living and working on a Polish
4-6 farm, dreaming of her real mother as a princess, when a letter comes to say that her
mother wants her to come to America. En route to the harbor, she is joined by a
German-speaking younger sister, and on the boat by an older brother, siblings of
whose existence she had been unaware. Most of the book has to do with the voyage,
a section notable only for the marked kindnesses of many adults. After docking, the
children find that they must travel to Missouri, where their father meets them; Tilli's
first look at her mother convinces her there's been a mistake: solemn and gaunt, the
plain woman stooped over a rusty stove is certainly not a princess. But, as the title
indicates, a mother is better than a princess, and Tilli realizes, when her mother gives
her a lovely doll, that the present has been bought with love. She rushes into her
mother's arms, and, the story ends, "Tilli knew at last how good it was to belong, to
be home." The details of the journey are interesting; the characters are believable
although not drawn with any depth; the writing style is undistinguished.
LeShan, Eda. What's Going to Happen to Me? When Parents Separate or Divorce; illus. by
Richard Cuffari. Four Winds, 1978. 78-4340. 134 p. $6.95.
LeShan gives the same sort of sensible advice that Gardner does in The Boys and
R Girls Book About Divorce, but her tone is more gentle. The burden of her message is
4-7 that feelings of fear, anger, and loss are natural and should not be repressed; she
advises seeking help and being patient in waiting for the new pattern to be
established. The text is divided into such sections as "Before It Happens," "When It
Happens," "Life Goes On," and so on; it includes discussions of tension between
parent and child, adjusting to the fact that divorced parents date and may remarry,
accepting stepparents, understanding legal stipulations. Above all it assures the
readers-repeatedly-that they are not the cause of divorce, that they will not be
deserted. Inevitably, the writing is repetitive, but it is clear and candid. A list of
books suggested for further reading (chiefly realistic fiction) is included.
Levitin, Sonia. Reigning Cats and Dogs: illus. by Joan Berg Victor. Atheneum, 1978. 77-
15811. 151p. $7.95.
What better combination for a book about personal experiences with animals than
R a love for them, a no-nonsense approach that eschews sentimentality, a sense of
6- humor, and a yeasty writing style? The author and her family had one dignified and
aging German Shepherd and decided to get a pup of the same breed; little did they
know that the pup would be beset with fears, disobedient, wilful, hostile, and in dire
need of discipline (finally acquired at obedience school, where he flunked and had to
take the course over) or that the two newborn kittens that were to stay for one night
would become permanent and dominating members of the household. What Levitin
does is make rueful fun of herself as a soft-hearted dupe, an easy mark whose facile
rationalizations are easily seen through by her affectionate family, all of whom are
almost as easy marks as she. Delightful for animal lovers and even for those who
aren't, but who appreciate effervescent humor.
Lingard, Joan. The Reunion. Nelson, 1978. 78-2793. 159p. $6.95.
Maggie McKinley, in a sequel to The Clearance, The Resettling, and The Pilgrim-
Ad age, describes her summer in Canada. She has left Glasgow eager to be with Phil,
7-9 whom she'd met in Scotland, and she finds that he has a new girl. Maggie's first job is
a disaster, her second more rewarding albeit arduous, and her reunion happy after all
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when Phil ends his relationship with the other girt and turns to Maggie for the final
fortnight of her stay. The story is competently written, but a small air of travelogue
creeps in, and the whole book has an aura of concoction that is a disappointment after
the vitality of the previous books. The characterization is firm, the dialogue is natu-
ral, but the plot seems labored.
Long, Claudia. Albert's Story; illus. by Judy Glasser. Delacorte, 1978. 77-72614. 28 p. Trade
ed. $6.95; Library ed. $6.46 net.
Lifeless and repetitive illustrations add little to a story about a child's imaginative
Ad powers. When his sister comes home from school, Albert announces he is going to
K-2 tell her a story. "He put the thing on his back," Albert says. And stops. His sister,
disappointed, asks questions. For example, what did he put on his back? A baby
dragon. So, bit by bit, she gets Albert to elaborate and then tells him it was a good
story, and the book ends with Albert, basking in his sister's approval, running
downstairs to tell his mother "He put the thing on his back." The lap audience should
enjoy Albert's failure to realize his own potential, since they undoubtedly will ap-
preciate it themselves. The style is ingenuously bland, and Albert's original "story"
is as natural as are the embroideries he adds at his sister's instigation.
McKinley, Robin. Beauty; A Retelling of the Story of Beauty & the Beast. Harper, 1978.
77-25636. 256p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $7.79 net.
Youngest of three daughters, Honour Huston had been nicknamed "Beauty" as a
R child, and she tells the story of growing up to be an awkward, ungainly young woman
6-9 in love only with books, while her two sisters had swains galore. When her father's
* fortune collapsed, the offer of a home from sister Hope's suitor was gratefully ac-
cepted. So begins a version of the familiar story, written with polished, dry wit;
Father does ask his daughters what they want when he sets off on a journey, Beauty
does ask for seeds for a rose garden, but the sisters' request forjewels is made in fun.
Father comes back bemused, bringing a scarlet rose, and tells the tale of the Beast
and the bargain. So Beauty goes off to the enchanted castle, where her greatest
delight is the library full of books that haven't yet been written, books by people
named Browning and Kipling and C. S. Lewis, and so the ritual begins of Beauty and
the Beast reading aloud to each other. Beauty goes home not because her father is ill,
but to tell her sister Grace that the man she loves (seen by Beauty in a nephrite plate)
is still alive although long reported lost at sea; she brings gifts for her beloved
sisters-no jealousy in this version. All the rest is as in the original tale, and the
whole thing is delightful.
MacLeod, Charlotte. King Devil. Atheneum, 1978. 78-5981. 212p. $8.95.
Being a child of divorce was rare in 1908, and Lavinia well knew that she was at the
Ad mercy of her wealthy cousin Zilpha. Boarding school was behind her, her parents had
6-9 no interest in her, and so Lavinia went to live with Zilpha and her companion, the
brusque and jealous Tetsy Mull. Finding work in the office of two young architects
who were in a building on Zilpha's property, Lavinia is puzzled by the fact that a
local woman won't let her son come near the office, puzzled by the mystery of the
former owner of Zilpha's house, who has disappeared, and horrified when she finds a
dead body in the loft of the mill. The mystery is solved, the romance with one of the
architects culminates in marriage plans. The characterization is adequate although at
times overdrawn, as is the writing style: " . . . moving it back and forth with deft,
thoughtful turns of his shapely wrist . .. " but the plot is tightly constructed and the
conclusion logical.
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Manley, Seon, comp. Christmas Ghosts; compiled by Seon Manley and Gogo Lewis. Double-
day, 1978. 77-26517. 22 7p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $8.90 net.
A selection of ghostly tales is drawn chiefly from the works of nineteenth-century
Ad writers, although such contemporary masters of the genre as Allingham and Sayers
7- are also included. A shortened version of "A Christmas Carol," prepared by Dickens
for a public reading, and the tales by the authors mentioned above are the cream of
the anthology; most of the others are written in a style that is heavy or florid, or both;
many are set in the Christmas season but contain a story-within-a-story, as one of a
group gathered to celebrate the holiday tells a ghostly tale that is not necessarily a
Christmas tale. Notes on the authors are included.
Mark, Jan. The Ennead. T. Y. Crowell, 1978. 77-27669. 306p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed.
$7.89 net.
A sophisticated and provocative science fiction story is set on one of the nine
R planets of a faraway system; it is a barren and rocky land in which each of the isolated
8- communities rules itself. In the town of Epsilon, the servant Isaac-who cleverly
conceals the fact that he is clever-schemes to bring in a sculptor who is a woman;
Eleanor has answered an ad for a job, unaware that the man who has hired her has
died. Isaac daydreams about Eleanor and is taken aback by the reality: a dour, lanky
woman who has no interest in him. Eleanor and Moshe, Isaac's shy friend, fall in
love, and the author uses them as symbols of the free spirit, nonconformists who
refuse to accept the harsh dicta of Epsilon's authorities. Rebelling, Moshe is de-
ported. The measure of their influence is Isaac's running away with Eleanor; he
knows she doesn't care for him, but he has come to care for her ideas. A small start,
but a start toward freedom. There is little action, but the situation is dramatic, the
conception of a regimented society vividly developed, and the writing style is out-
standing.
Marzollo, Jean. Close Your Eyes; illus. by Susan Jeffers. Dial, 1978. 76-42935. 26p. Trade ed.
$7.95; Library ed. $7.45 net.
A bedtime poem speaks of all the marvelous things one can see or do when, with
M closed eyes," ... you can play/ With woolly lambs on a lazy day/ Or tabby cats in a
3-5 pile of hay/ Close your eyes and you can lie/ Hidden deep in a field of rye/ Or on a
yrs. cloud in a sunset sky." The subtly drawn and softly colored illustrations show a
father wrestling with the problem of a small child who's reluctant to go to bed, as well
as depicting the imaginary activities of the poem, but on some pages the artist's
additions overshadow the reflection of the text; for example, the double-page spread
for "Or lightning bugs on a quiet lawn" has the bugs, but large moths and other flying
creatures are much more prominently displayed, and on the page for "Imagine
drowsy geese at dawn," the three geese are almost dwarfed by the bodies of four
large deer in the foreground.
Mayer, Marianna, ad. Beauty and the Beast; illus. by Mercer Mayer. Four Winds, 1978.
78-54679. 44p. $9.95.
Apparently based on the Lang version of the story first made popular by Madame
Ad Leprince de Beaumont, this is adequately told; it is illustrated in a richly ornamented,
4-6 romantic style that has echoes of Rackham (particularly in the trees) and of Hyman in
use of color and composition. Occasionally the pictures seem to conflict with the
text, as when Beauty comments on the Beast's sad eyes, while the picture shows
them glowing fiercely. Nevertheless, the story of a daughter's sacrifice and her re-
ward when the Beast is revealed, through her love, as an enchanted prince, loses
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none of its appeal, and the illustrations are appropriately magical and ornamented
with fine details.
Mayer, Mercer. Appelard and Liverwurst; illus. by Steven Kellogg. Four Winds, 1978. 77-
21233. 34p. $8.95.
Kellogg's busy, cheerful, and crowded paintings add festive and comic notes to a
Ad nonsensical story that will probably appeal to children, despite its contrivance, be-
4-6 cause it's about animals and a circus and because it has plenty of action. A farmer,
yrs. Appelard, is having a hard time making his farm profitable until a baby rhinoceros
(blown in by a tornado and tagged as belonging to a circus) comes along to do the
plowing. Appelard had lost his mule in a cyclone. The rhinoceros (A. calls him a
rhinosterwurst) is named "Liverwurst" and joins the pig, goat, chicken, and cow
who sleep with the farmer each night. The plowing leads to a bumper crop, the crop is
taken to market, Liverwurst upsets the market stalls and is put in jail, the jail is
demolished by Liverwurst's mother, the circus owner appears and retrieves them,
then he and Appelard becomes partners and the farmer becomes engineer on the
circus train.
Mayne, William. Max's Dream; illus. by Laszlo Acs. Greenwillow, 1978. 77-12728. 88p. Trade
ed. $6.95; Library ed. $6.43 net.
A turn-of-the-century story, first published in England, is told as a reminiscence by
SpR an old woman, once a nurse to the invalid boy who is the protagonist. Like all of
5-6 Mayne's work, this is stylistically impressive, fluent, and evocative. Like much of
Mayne's work, the book's combination of dialect, idiom, and a quality of dreamlike
situation make substantial demands of the reader, perhaps more of readers here than
in England. The old woman was a young adolescent at the time of the story, and her
adoration of Max is proved when she obeys his directions to find the road he's
dreamed, take a ferry to an island where (just as Max has dreamed) there is a lovely
girl and a man. The man insists that Max must come to him, that he can make him
walk again. Later, when Max has recovered, he and the girl marry and he becomes an
M.P. The narrator looks back happily on the past, as the book ends; Max is dead and
she is in her nineties, " . .. but there'll come a day when I gets lifted up and stands
again, so I'll be content."
Myller, Rolf. Symbols; written and illus. by Rolf Myller. Atheneum, 1978. 77-17015. 91p.
$9.95.
This isn't the first or only book about signs and symbols, but it's one of the best, for
R several reasons; the text moves from simple symbols to more complicated ones, it's
4-6 written with clarity and humor, it gives a broad conception of the many different
kinds of symbols used for quick communication or labelling, and it is very handsome.
The pages are red, black, and white, laid out with a fine sense of design.
Nabokov, Peter, ed. Native American Testimony; An Anthology of Indian and White Re-
lations. T. Y. Crowell, 1978. 77-11558. 242p. illus. Trade ed. $8.95; Library ed. $9.79
net.
Sources are cited for this excellent anthology comprising statements by native
R Americans of many tribes over four centuries. The focus is on Indian-white relations,
7- and the material is arranged under such headings as "Premonitions and Prophecies,"
"Face to Face," "The Long Resistance," "Exiles in Their Own Land," and-the
last, "The Nation's Hoop is Broken and Scattered." Nabokov provides background
material that is varied and dramatic, but above all he has chosen material that repre-
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sents a viewpoint seldom evident in traditional texts but presenting cultural conflict
within a framework that makes the historical record deeper and broader. It is a tragic
record, and it is eloquently expressed. An index is appended.
Orgel, Doris. The Devil in Vienna. Dial, 1978. 78-51319. 246p. $7.95.
Although fictional, the events in this story about the Nazi occupation of Austria are
R based on the author's experiences as a child in Vienna. Inge is Jewish, her best friend
6-8 Lieselotte is the daughter of a Nazi officer so devoted to Hitler that he had moved his
family to Germany, returning only after the anschluss. Although the girls have been
forbidden to meet by both sets of parents, Inge knows her friend is loyal; when her
parents are having difficulty in leaving the country, Inge turns to Lieselotte's uncle, a
Catholic priest, for help. The story ends with the refugees' safe arrival in Yugoslavia.
Books about the experiences of Jewish families in Germany or German-occupied
territory are not rare, but this is one of the better ones in depicting the erosion, the
tension, and the fear in the midst of which Jewish victims found that they still had
friends and they still had hopes. The writing style is natural and fluent as Inge tells her
story.
Perl, Lila. Mexico; Crucible of the Americas; illus. with photographs. Morrow, 1978. 77-
20203. 159p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $7.35 net.
A broad survey of Mexican history and contemporary life is uneven in treatment
Ad but can serve adequately as an introduction. Perl describes the country geograph-
6-9 ically, and discusses the struggle for independence in the nineteenth century, a strug-
gle punctuated by the intervention of other powers and highlighted by the emergence
of such leaders as Juarez and Diaz. Later chapters describe foods, entertainment, the
class structure, Spanish and Indian heritage, education, and many of the problems of
daily life as well as those of the larger political, industrial, and economic scenes. Perl
also discusses the influence of the United States on Mexican life, and Mexico's role
in relation to other countries of Latin America and the world. This is not as percep-
tive as Lois Hobart's Mexican Mural or as forceful as Harold Coy's The Mexicans,
but its flaws are minor. A bibliography and an index are appended.
Platt, Kin. The Doomsday Gang. Greenwillow, 1978. 77-18864. 185p. $6.95.
Five derelict adolescents unite to form the Doomsday Gang; completely amoral,
NR they year for power and envy the other, bigger gangs in the Los Angeles area.
9-11 Stealing, pushing dope, getting money any way they can, the young criminals in the
Doomsday Gang get into a three-gang rumble; one of them is killed and the other
four, still in the hospital, look forward with relish to continuing their way of life. They
have a new stake, a wallet one of them has stolen from an attending physician.
Ignorant pariahs, they are victims and victimizers of our society, despicable and
pathetic, and Platt makes them believable: their drive for status and power, their
corruption and foul language. Not a pleasant story, although at times trenchant, this
suffers because it is all written at the same level.
Pomerantz, Charlotte. The Downtown Fairy Godmother; illus. by Susanna Natti. Addison-
Wesley, 1978. 78-1014. 45p. $5.95.
Yearning for the stuffed cat she saw in a toyshop window, Olivia sighed a wish that
R she had a fairy godmother-and that's when one appeared. To be sure, she wore
3-5 pants and had curlers in her hair, but then she was only a Grade C beginner, relegated
to Lower Manhattan, and dreaming of attaining the next grade and enlarging her
repertoire. For several days, Olivia (invisible) went along while her fairy godmother
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did good deeds for her other customers, and then she found a stuffed cat lying on her
pillow, and a note explaining that the promotion had come through, her fairy god-
mother had been assigned a new territory and had sent a farewell present. The
illustrations, rakish pen and ink drawings, complement the humor and vivacity of the
text, and the story, told with flair, has a fresh, breezy originality.
Ratner, Marilyn. Plenty of Patches; An Introduction to Patchwork, Quilting, and Applique;
illus. by Chris Conover. T. Y. Crowell, 1978. 77-3401. 85p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library
ed. $7.49 net.
An admirably explicit how-to book assumes no previous knowledge on the part of
R readers but does not oversimplify or talk down to them. The author gives general
6-9 information about supplies and techniques before going on to describe individual
projects; she begins with simple patchwork (a pillow, a potholder, ajeans pocket) and
goes on to more difficult projects that include applique and quilting. Diagrams are
nicely placed in relation to pertinent text, and each project is clearly explained, step by
step. A metric conversion table, an annotated list of terms, and an index are appended.
Rosenbloom, Joseph. The Gigantic Joke Book; illus. by Joyce Behr. Sterling, 1978. 77-93310.
256p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $5.89 net.
Many of the jokes in this large collection are likely to elicit groans rather than
Ad laughs, and some of them are flat ("I just came from a big fire sale." "What did you
3-5 buy?" "Four big fires.") but most are the sort of off-the-cob humor the middle grades
find hilarious. Because it is a large collection, there will be some material for every
sense of humor, however, and there's enough here to enable children to tell jokes for
days and days and days and days.
Ruckman, Ivy. Encounter. Doubleday, 1978. 77-26519. 215p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed.
$8.90 net.
Stephanie is delighted by the chance to go camping with her brother, JD, and on
M the second night goes to sleep feeling as tired and content as she had the first. But the
6-9 second night is different: JD disappears and Stephanie, who had awakened him
because she saw that the mountain was on fire, finds him dazed and shocked; they
had both seen a UFO and JD had gone to investigate. Their report, when they get
home, is received with incredulity, jeering, and suspicion, but it is clear that JD has
had a terrible experience that even Stephanie can't comprehend. Under hypnosis JD
reveals that he had been seized and taken inside the space vehicle, but his terror is so
strong that his friend, Chic, the amateur hypnotist, wakes him. The plot then veers to
a confrontation between JD and the girl who's lost interest in him, and to an accident
in which Chic is blinded, or so it seems. JD runs away just before Chic recovers his
sight, gets a job in another town, calls home one night to let his family know where
and how he is, and learns that Chic is fine; he decides to go home. The book is
weakened by the inclusion of the final train of events, from the accident to the
telephone call, since they have little to do with the UFO, and by the overextension of
the central portion, in which JD and Stephanie talk and talk and talk to their family
and friends about their experiences. The UFO and JD's emotional stress, cruxes of
the story, are simply dropped. The writing style, particularly the dialogue, is
pedestrian.
Sallis, Susan. An Open Mind. Harper, 1978. 77-25678. 139p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $7.49
net.
David, the English boy who tells the story, always enjoys the Saturdays spent with
Dad; his parents are separated and Mum works in a home for old people. Then one
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Saturday Dad takes David to a program being put on by a woman friend, a program in
R which pupils at a school for special children participate. He's furious, suspecting that
6-9 the woman, Mrs. Daly, is Dad's romantic interest. Assigned, as a school project, to
work with some community agency, David chooses the school so that he can get
more information about Maggie Daly. In the course of his volunteer work, he makes
two friends: one is the shy girl of his class, Jess, who proves more adept than he at
getting along with paraplegic children, and the other is Bruce, a patient who turns out
to be Mrs. Daly's son. Bruce turns to David at a time of crisis, and David helps. He's
learned to have an open mind about many things: Dad and Mrs. Daly, a case of
jumping to a conclusion; Jess, a case of judging from superficial knowledge; Bruce, a
case of acting out of ignorance. There's enough suspense and action to balance the
internalized material; style and characterization are competent; while there is a con-
siderable amount of attention paid to the special children, the story isn't used as a
vehicle for information.
Saunders, Dennis, comp. Magic Lights & Streets of Shining Jet; photographs by Terry Wil-
liams. Greenwillow, 1978. 76-20519. 142p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $7.35 net.
An interesting selection of poems includes some by writers as eminent as Rossetti,
R Yeats, Longfellow, Millay, Brownjohn, and Wordsworth, and some by children.
4-7 First published in England, the book is divided into four sections: "Creatures
Small," "Weathers and Seasons," "Colours," and "Sea and Shore." Facing each
poem is a color photograph; the pictures are of good quality and nicely matched with
the poems. There's little that's complex, little that's humorous, but the level of the
selections is high, and it's as pleasant a conservative collection of poems about
natural things as one could find for young readers. Author and first line indexes are
included.
Schlein, Miriam. I Hate It; illus. by Judith Gwyn Brown. Whitman, 1978. 78-1744. 28p.
(Self-starter Books) Trade ed. $4.75; Library ed. $3.56 net.
Most of this brief picture book serves as a catalogue of things not liked: dropping
M an ice cream cone, seeing mother cry, wearing too many clothes in cold weather,
3-5 having a best friend move away, being afraid of dogs that are bigger than you are.
yrs. But, the text concludes, " . . . things like that don't happen all the time." Most of the
time mother is happy and busy, all dogs are not too big, one does make new friends.
The message of reassurance is rather diffuse, and the fears or dislikes range from
such minor matters as the dropped ice cream cone to more serious ones such as
mother crying or a friend moving away, so that the author's choices seem arbitrary.
The illustrations are undistinguished.
Schneider, Herman. Laser Light; illus. by Radu Vero. McGraw-Hill, 1978. 77-26620. 114p.
$7.95.
In a lucid explanation of a complicated phenomenon, Schneider describes the
R technique by which scientists built the intense, coherent, focused beam of the laser.
7-10 His description is preceded by a discussion of the nature of light and of atomic
structure and behavior, and is clarified by simple examples and by suggestions for
home experiments, some of which could do with safety warnings. The text concludes
with a survey of some of the special tasks that lasers can do: remove tumors without
surgery, cut or weld obdurate materials, make intricate measurements, etc. An index
is appended.
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